Ultrastructural observations of typical gap junctions in human foetal lens nucleus.
The ultrastructure of gap junctions throughout the human foetal lens was observed. By freeze-fracture analysis, we observed numerous gap junctions in both lens cortex and lens nucleus. Comparison between lens cortex and lens nucleus showed that the gap junctions of lens nucleus are characterized by extreme mosaics of closely apposed P- and E-faces in junctional areas, though no significant difference in the area of gap junctions was observed between lens cortex and lens nucleus. In addition, some morphological variations, such as the smooth domains without particles or pits in junctional areas and the reticulated figures of gap junctions, were observed only in the lens nucleus. We also observed by thin-section electron microscopy that cell membranes of human foetal lens nucleus, as observed in the lens cortex, are mainly composed of continuous lipid bilayer and junctional structures. We concluded that characteristic morphology of lens gap junctions, as observed in the cortex of human foetal lens, is mostly preserved in the human foetal lens nucleus, although some depth-dependent alterations were also observed.